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Abstract

European energy supply companies typically run a

conglomerate of different, geographically distributed

power plants. Unfortunately, the corresponding power

plant control systems are based on proprietary technol-

ogy and an integration of these control systems is a very

complex task. We thus conducted a project to build an in-

tegration platform for power plant control systems that

is based on open standards and technologies. In this pa-

per, we describe the Vienna District Heating Integration

Platform (VIDIHIP). VIDIHIP is based on Web Service

technology and allows for the integration of arbitrary

(heterogenous) power plant control systems. It provides

a consistent interface to access different decentralized

control systems and each standard Web browser can be

used as a control front-end for VIDIHIP.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Vienna District Heating (Fernwärme Wien1) is a sub-

sidiary company of Vienna Energy (Wien Energie2), a

public utility company providing power, heat, and gas

solutions to private households as well as corporate cus-

tomers in the City of Vienna. Currently, Vienna District

Heating is running three incineration plants, five com-

bined heat and power plants, and five peak boiler plants

to serve more than 250.000 private households and more

than 5000 corporate customers.

In Europe, plant sites of energy supply companies

have a physical life of at least 20 to 25 years, and dif-

ferent plant sites typically have different commissioning

1http://www.fernwaermewien.at
2http://www.wienenergie.at

dates and thus overlapping lifetimes. As a consequence,

Vienna District Heating, just like any other energy sup-

ply company, uses a conglomerate of different plant sites

in different locations and with different years of con-

struction. Such different plant sites most often rely on

a completely different operator environment (even if de-

livered by the same vendor). This, again, results in a very

complex integration task where energy suppliers have to

integrate several heterogeneous facilities (e.g. based on

waterwheel generators, coal-fired power stations, wind-

driven generators, solar cells, or nuclear technology) to

get a comprehensive and aggregated overview of the dif-

ferent plant sites. This integration, however, is essential

to allow for a centralized telecontrol of loads, to rapidly

react on load peaks, and to provide support for preven-

tive maintenance of plant sites, for example.

Many major vendors (as ABB or Siemens for exam-

ple) offer modern IT-assisted Instrumentation and Con-

trol Automation Systems (I&C Systems, see also Section

2) which provide vendor-specific solutions to control the

power generation process. These vendor-specific solu-

tions, however, most often rely on proprietary company

standards, e.g. for data storage or data transfer. Conse-

quently, the coupling/integration of different I&C sys-

tems (especially systems purchased from different ven-

dors) causes non-trivial integration efforts. Moreover,

to date most vendors are not interested in a unification

of I&C systems because it would open their systems to

competitors and it would mean that customers (the en-

ergy supply companies) could comparatively easy com-

bine power generation systems of different vendors.

Thus, given the present situation, power generation

companies “integrate” their plant sites simply via spe-

cial purpose control rooms providing monitors and oper-

ator panels for the different facilities. An integration of

power generation facilities via a consolidated IT system



that abstracts from proprietary protocols and operating

environments is practically never implemented, however.

In this situation, we started a project at Vienna District

Heating for the integration of several proprietary I&C

systems, including legacy systems, to provide a consis-

tent user interface to access the different I&C systems

and thereby to control the different decentralized plant

sites. One of our main goals was to provide an inte-

gration platform for heterogeneous I&C systems that is

based on open standards rather than proprietary technol-

ogy and that should be accessible via standard software

tools (esp. via Web-Browsers).

Section 2 gives some background information on in-

strumentation and control technology to ease the under-

standing of the paper. Subsequently, Section 3 describes

our Web-Service based integration platform for I&C sys-

tems called VIDIHIP (Vienna District Heating Integra-

tion Platform). VIDIHIP is implemented on the basis of

Apache Axis [1] and Apache Tomcat [2]. The platform

serves as a generic integration layer for arbitrary I&C

systems. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Background: Instrumentation and

Control Technology

Instrumentation and Control Automation Systems

(I&C Systems) are information systems that control

power generation and power supply processes in mod-

ern power plants. I&C technology is an umbrella term

for the technical equipment applied in power automa-

tion, the underlying functions, the transmission of sig-

nals between function units, as well as their interaction

with human users. Typical examples of standard work-

flows that are supported through I&C systems are the

control process for power generation depending on the

actual power consumption, or the load balancing process

for power generators to achieve an even work load of

different generators.

Historically, I&C technology was developed on the

basis of classical measurement and control technology

(see, e.g., [3]). In recent years, however, the develop-

ment of I&C systems was heavily influenced by stan-

dards and methods borrowed from the IT area. The pri-

mary task of I&C technology is to control the power gen-

eration process. The human operator only has to adjust

setpoints and parameters and to monitor the system to

be able to intervene in case of an error. A typical ex-

ample of a setpoint adjustment would be to increase the

desired power generation demand from 200 Megawatt to

300 Megawatt.

Most tasks and especially emergency procedures in

the process of power generation are facilitated or auto-

mated via I&C systems. For example, in case of a critical

error special predefined emergency-shutdown sequences

automatically shut down plant components or even an

entire power plant into a safe state of operation.

To connect an I&C system to other technical systems,

it provides special purpose coupling interfaces. These

interfaces, however, are proprietary low-level interfaces

and cannot be applied to integrate different generations

of power generation systems, let alone systems manufac-

tured by different vendors.

Figure 1 depicts how the different automation lev-

els are technically interconnected for one of the power

plants run by Vienna District Heating. In particular, the

scheme from Figure 1 shows the process control system

of a Siemens power plant. Other power plants have very

similar control structures, especially the triangle struc-

ture (also called: control pyramid), which consists of

different automation levels, is a characteristic for power

plant control structures.

The field control level (see Figure 1) includes a stan-

dardized field bus that connects both analog and digi-

tal input/output (I/O) controls for sensors and actuators

which are connected to the actual power units of a certain

plant, e.g. to heat or electricity meters, controls of elec-

trical machines, or simple alarm contacts. The compo-

nent control level, also called process I/O-level, is based

on the plant bus that connects the I/O controls to a num-

ber of special purpose server computers. For example,

archive servers provide chronological archives of all rel-

evant data (especially sensor values, actuator values, and

command sequences), diagnostics servers provide func-

tions for online error analysis, and so called optimization

servers allow for the optimization of the power genera-

tion process. An example for such an optimization could

be load balancing of different power plants. For safety

reasons the plant bus is two time redundant, to warrant

access to critical system functions at any time.

Terminal bus and multimedia bus are coupled through

the so called Human-Machine-Interface server (HMI

server, see Figure 1). The HMI server hosts applications

that provide human users with a (more or less) conve-

nient interface to control the power generation process

of this particular plant. The corresponding control func-

tions then feed the plant control level which serves as the

operating and monitoring center of a plant site.

The upper right segment of Figure 1 shows two grey

boxes which indicate how VIDIHIP is integrated with

I&C systems. In the subsequent section we describe the

architecture and implementation of VIDIHIP.
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Figure 1. Scheme of an IT-supported process control system at Vienna District Heating
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Figure 2. Base-Architecture of VIDIHIP

3 VIDIHIP: The Vienna District

Heating Integration Platform

When we started our project to design and imple-

ment an integration platform for arbitrary I&C sys-

tems, several important factors where already predeter-

mined. In particular, the resulting platform should be

based on open, non-proprietary technologies and stan-

dards to be independent from individual vendors. More-

over, the platform architecture should be extensible to

be ready for evolutionary advancements. Finally, the

user clients should be standard software tools, preferably

Web browsers – though it may seem of less importance at

first glance, this was an important requirement because

in the past the acquisition of different user clients (or end

user software in general), including costs for user train-

ing, caused a significant amount of additional charges

at Vienna District Heating. Because of the requirements

sketched above and corresponding cost estimates, we de-

cided in favor of a solution based on Web service tech-

nology [4].

3.1 VIDIHIP Base-Architecture

Figure 2 shows the base-architecture of VIDIHIP.

Users need to log into VIDIHIP before they may access

VIDIHIP functions, and all communication to, from, and

within the integration platform is send over cryptograph-

ically secured connections, in particular using HTTPS

[5, 6]. All VIDIHIP-specific code runs on the respective

server machines (i.e. on the VIDIHIP Service Hub server

and the servers hosting the different VIDIHIP Web ser-

vices) and we do not require any additional client-side

modules nor do we apply client-side scripting or Java ap-

plets. Therefore, each standard Web browser can serve

as an end-user control front-end for VIDIHIP.

The VIDIHIP Service Hub (see Figure 2) acts as

a Facade [7] to an arbitrary number of Web services.

These Web services, again, act as wrapper/adapter [7] for

(proprietary) backend-systems, especially for I&C sys-

tems. Due to the flexible nature of service-based sys-

tems, VIDIHIP allows to “plug-in” additional Web ser-

vices simply by registering them with the Service Hub.

The VIDIHIP Human Operator Interface component (see



Figure 2) then registers the different functions offered by

the corresponding Web services and provides a unified

GUI. In particular, the GUI consists of dynamically gen-

erated HTML pages.

Communication between the VIDIHIP Service Hub

and its Web services is conducted via standard SOAP re-

quests and responses [8] that are send over HTTPS con-

nections (see also Figure 2). Each VIDIHIP Web ser-

vice includes a customized binding to the backend sys-

tem it encapsulates. This binding is responsible to trans-

late Web service function calls to corresponding func-

tion calls in the backend system, and to present respec-

tive function results back to the Web service (note that

the binding to a particular backend-system of course de-

pends on the interface of the respective backend-system

and must be specifically tailored to this interface).

In Figure 2 the VIDIHIP Service Hub includes a

BPEL4WS [9] workflow engine. This component is de-

picted in light grey because it is not included in the first

version of VIDIHIP but will be added as an extension

in the next version. With the BPEL engine, the VIDI-

HIP Human Operator Interface component will offer ad-

ditional functions to allow VIDIHIP users the definition

of customized BPEL workflows based on the functions

available from the VIDIHIP wrapper Web services.

3.2 Applying VIDIHIP

Since it is not possible to do test-runs on critical

power supply facilities, of course, we had to find a part-

ner who was willing to cooperate and had sufficient

technical resources and an appropriate test environment

to test VIDIHIP. Due to the good relations of Vienna

District Heating with several manufacturers, we soon

reached an agreement with the Siemens company. In

particular, Siemens supported us in testing the VIDIHIP

prototype and helped to evolve design and implementa-

tion details. We were able to thoroughly test VIDIHIP

with the Siemens I&C system “Teleperm XP” (TXP) un-

der realistic conditions in the Siemens test facility in Mu-

nich, Germany.

As mentioned above, the integration platform was im-

plemented on the basis of Apache Axis [1] and Apache

Tomcat [2]. Figure 3 depicts the setup of our test envi-

ronment. The VIDIHIP Human Operator Interface com-

ponent includes Java Servlets and Java Server Pages (see,

e.g., [10, 11, 12, 13]) which implement internal func-

tions and provide the dynamic Web pages that constitute

the VIDIHIP GUI (in Figure 5 we see a VIDIHIP gener-

ated Web page showing historical/archived meter data).

In Figure 3, the VIDIHIP Service Hub is connected to a
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Figure 3. Setup of the test environment

wrapper Web service for the Siemens TXP system. The

binding to the Siemens TXP system was implemented

with a TXP-specific Java-API that allows to access the

process data of the TXP I&C system. In particular, we

apply the OPC-XML Data Access standard [14], defined

by the the OPC Foundation 3 to access the functions of

the underlying I&C system.

Figure 4 shows a (simplified) message sequence

chart for an access to the Siemens TXP I&C sys-

tem. In this example, the user invokes the doGet

function (e.g. by submitting an HTML form [15] of-

fered to him via a VIDIHIP GUI Web page) which re-

quests a number of parameters4. The invocation is re-

ceived by the WSCaller servlet which parses the param-

eter list and invokes the readTXP function of the OPC

Client component. Via the TXPReadLocator and

the TXPReadSOAPBindingStub the OPC Client calls

3OPC is an abbreviation of “OLE (Object Linking and Embedding)

for Process Control”, see also http://www.opcfoundation.org
4Instead of showing the actual (extensive) parameter lists we use

pm_list as a placeholder in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Example access sequence for the Siemens TXP I&C system

the read function of the TXPReadSOAPBindingImpl

component. For each parameter in the list, the

TXPReadSOAPBindingImpl then dispatches a corre-

sponding call to query the respective parameter values

from the Siemens TXP system. After all parameter

values are received, the complete list is returned to the

WSCaller servlet and finally back to the user, respec-

tively his Web browser.

The example below shows a (simplified) SOAP re-

quest sent to the TXPReadSOAPBindingImpl compo-

nent. This request includes a so called KKS-key (note

that KKS is a power plant classification system devel-

oped by VGB PowerTech5, in particular KKS is an ab-

breviation of the German term “Kraftwerk Kennzeichen

System”), here the value of this key is: "1 ETI00

KE105". A KKS-key is a reference to a certain data

unit of the corresponding power plant. In particular, the

SOAP example below requests the submission of an er-

ror text.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<soapenv:Envelope

xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"

xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

<soapenv:Body>

<Read xmlns=

"http://opcfoundation.org/webservices/XMLDA/1.0/">

<Options

ClientRequestHandle="B780F4618017F18C61110B9E3618DDBE"

LocaleID="de"

RequestDeadline="2006-09-20T11:04:27.029Z"

5http://www.vgb.org/startpage.html

ReturnDiagnosticInfo="false"

ReturnErrorText="true"

ReturnItemName="false"

ReturnItemPath="false"

ReturnItemTime="false"/>

<ItemList ItemPath="Path for ItemList" MaxAge="0">

<Items ItemName="1 ETI00 KE105"

ItemPath="Path for item: 0" MaxAge="0"/>

</ItemList>

</Read>

</soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

In general, requests to the

TXPReadSOAPBindingImpl component include at

least one Items element which contains the KKS-

key. The user’s session ID is submitted via the

ClientRequestHandle element. This session-ID is

automatically generated by the Tomcat Server.

3.3 Adoption of VIDIHIP

The main focus of VIDIHIP is to enable the flexible

communication with distributed multi-vendor I&C sys-

tems. The adoption of the platform can be regarded as

an evolutionary step toward the opening of (proprietary)

I&C system functions.

At Vienna District Heating we follow a two step pro-

cedure to connect VIDIHIP to (additional) I&C systems:

In the first step, the VIDIHIP Service Hub is installed

on a dedicated server machine which is then connected

to the multimedia bus to enable the integration of (het-

erogeneous) I&C systems on the plant control level (see



Figure 5. Screenshot of a dynamic Web page generated by the VIDIHIP service hub

also Figure 1). In the second step, we then implement the

VIDIHIP wrapper Web services for this particular I&C

system (see also Figure 2).

In an optional third step, additional functions that are

offered via plug-in services can be activated (see also

Section 3.4), e.g. central maintenance functions for geo-

graphically distributed power plants, or integration with

the (superordinated) data processing systems. Further-

more, due to its open and extensible architecture VIDI-

HIP can be extended on demand if necessary.

3.4 Plug-in Services for VIDIHIP

3.4.1 Central Data Management

A very important topic in power generation processes is

central data management (and archiving) of all relevant

process data as well as all calculated interim values re-

sulting from the process data. In general, the VIDIHIP

central data management has two main functions: On

the one hand (heterogeneous) I&C systems can be cou-

pled via VIDIHIP in order to integrate their respective

archives (databases). The result is a central and uni-

formly accessible chronological data archive of several

I&C systems. On the other hand, VIDIHIP provides ac-

cess to power generation data for different user groups

at Vienna District Heating. In particular, the functions

offered via VIDIHIP abstract from and (to a certain de-

gree) standardize access to specific data structures used

by different I&C systems.

3.4.2 Maintenance and Operational Planning

Service and maintenance of complex I&C system equip-

ment requires a comprehensive know-how of the dif-

ferent control system components and their long-term

operating performance. Most of this knowledge origi-

nates from practical experiences of the respective sys-

tem operators and long-term experiences of the manu-

facturers. Knowledge-based maintenance systems can

structure and supplement this knowledge. As mentioned

before, energy supply companies most often run widely

distributed power plants which are involved in several

power generation processes. The corresponding I&C

systems usually need to be maintained by several mo-

bile maintenance teams. We aim to ease maintenance

tasks, via a central administration and management desk

for all maintenance tasks of distributed power genera-

tion processes. The maintenance service offers addi-

tional functions as remote access for mobile users, re-

quest and acknowledgment functions for maintenance

tasks, or a scheduling module to manage service person-

nel and spare parts.



4 Conclusion

We developed a Web-Service based integration plat-

form that provides an unified, open, and extensible ac-

cess layer for modern instrumentation and control (I&C)

technology for power plants. The Vienna District Heat-

ing Integration Platform (VIDIHIP) presented in this

paper was successfully tested in cooperation with the

Siemens company. In particular, the VIDIHIP base ar-

chitecture and a plug-in Web Service for meter data read-

ing were tested together with the Siemens Teleperm XP

I&C system. Based on this version of VIDIHIP we

are enhancing VIDIHIP with additional components and

plug-in Web services (cf. Section 3). For example, we

will add a BPEL engine to enable the definition of Web-

based workflows for I&C systems.

Siemens as well as other I&C vendors showed dis-

tinct interest in our ideas. Nevertheless, the transfer to an

open system technology, the integration of the process

technology in the business organization, and the open-

ing of the classical control technology to standard In-

tranet/Internet technologies requires high initial efforts.

This, again, requires a serious commitment of all af-

fected stakeholders (especially vendors and power gen-

eration companies) to move towards open solutions (be-

yond the main automation-core of the I&C systems). At

Vienna District Heating, the VIDIHIP project acted as a

door opener for Web-Service technologies and in our ex-

perience, the possibility for a successive implementation

of such integration projects via Web-Services is a central

advantage.
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